Group Dance Project Criteria Checklist

Students: Use this checklist to guide you as you work on your group dance.

Rubric:

2 points - All the time
1.5 points - Most of the time
1 point - Some of the time
0 points - Rarely

Grading:

1. Each student must work cooperatively with their group and use all practice time wisely.
2. Dance routine must have a definite beginning pose and have added elements that show style and creativity. Group should change or add a few steps to make it your own style. Student should smile and show enthusiasm.
3. Student must demonstrate proper steps in sequence and change seamlessly from one step to the next.
4. Student must demonstrate rhythmic ability by staying on beat (right step at the right time).
5. Student must be a good audience member (focus eyes on performance, stay quiet/no talking, uplift, not degrade, applaud efforts).

______/10 Total Points